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Abstract
Pattern recognition is studied in flight orientation of fixed flying Drosophila melanogaster controlling the horizontal rotations
of an arena. Earlier experiments had suggested a simple mechanism of pattern recognition in which a memory template and the
actual image are retinotopically matched. In contrast, we now show that Drosophila extracts at least two and probably four
pattern parameters: size, vertical position of the center of gravity and, presumably horizontal:vertical extent as well as vertical
separatedness of pattern elements. Moreover, the fly treats isolated pattern elements as a compound figure. Retinal transfer is
possible between training and test if the centers of gravity of the compound figures are retained. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Pattern vision in insects normally is studied in orien-
tation tasks. Visual patterns serve as targets for fixation
and as references for orientation (landmarks; canopy,
sky compass; review Heisenberg, 1995). In both cases
retinotopic template matching is required for the behav-
ior to be successful. This, however, does not imply that
the actual process of recognition requires retinotopic
matching. Here we investigate this problem with
Drosophila in the flight simulator. In this apparatus flies
are attached to a torque meter by a hook glued to their
thorax and head. Visual stimuli are presented on the
inner wall of a vertical cylinder surrounding the fly
(Fig. 1a). In the flight simulator (closed-loop) mode the
fly can drive the angular velocity of the cylinder by its
yaw torque. An intended turn to the left moves the
panorama to the right and vice versa, as if the fly were
free to rotate in the horizontal plane. With this arrange-
ment the fly can stabilize the panorama and choose
certain orientations.
Pattern discrimination of Drosophila at the flight
simulator can be investigated by several procedures.
For instance, spontaneous preferences can be tested by
evaluating how long the fly keeps one of two simulta-
neously presented patterns in the frontal part of the
visual field. Alternatively, flies can be conditioned to
acquire pattern preferences using a beam of infrared
light (Wolf & Heisenberg, 1991) or a repulsive odorant
(Guo & Go¨tz, 1997).
As the cylinder rotates horizontally the patterns have
a fixed height in the visual field. This situation has been
used to test for retinal transfer (vertical position invari-
ance) in pattern learning experiments. The conditioned
pattern preference was completely abolished if the four
patterns in the panorama were shifted up or down by as
little as 9° after the training (Dill, Wolf & Heisenberg,
1993). This was interpreted as an indication that pat-
terns were stored retinotopically. In further transfer
experiments (using the so-called novelty choice effect;
Dill & Heisenberg, 1995) the fly was exposed to the
same pattern (X) in all four quadrants during the
conditioning phase, and for the test, two patterns (X) in
opposing quadrants were replaced by a different pat-
tern (Y). In these experiments the degree of overlap
between patterns X and Y turned out to be the decisive
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parameter for the recognition of previously learned
patterns. No invariances for retinal position, size or
orientation were found. The experimental data sug-
gested a similarity function (SF) for the comparison of
a learned pattern (memory template) with an actual
retinal image. The flies seemed to compare the size of
the area of overlap (Q) of memory template and retinal
image and the size of the retinal image (R). A simple
similarity function (SFQ:R) accounted best for the
data. This function was subsequently found to also
describe many experiments of honeybee pattern dis-
crimination learning (Ronacher & Duft, 1996). Interest-
ingly, however, other studies provided evidence that
honeybees can use parameters like orientation of edges
(Srinivasan, Zhang & Witney, 1994), tangential and
radial cues (Horridge & Zhang, 1995; Lehrer, Horridge,
Zhang & Gadagkar, 1995; Horridge, 1997a) or disrup-
tion (spatial frequency; Horridge, 1997b) for the com-
parison of patterns.
The starting point for the present work was the
question whether the mechanisms underlying pattern
discrimination learning in Drosophila at the flight simu-
lator might indeed be less sophisticated than those
operating in freely flying honeybees, and might be
based solely on the processing of pixel-by-pixel repre-
sentations of images. Doubts that this simple scheme
would account for all pattern discrimination abilities of
Drosophila came from the observation that with some
pattern pairs clearly distinguishable for the fly no pat-
tern discrimination learning could be observed (see
below). In the following experiments the properties of
the memory templates of visual patterns in Drosophila
are investigated.
2. Materials and methods
For all experiments only female Drosophila
melanogaster flies from the strain ‘Berlin’ (WT Berlin)
aged 2–5 days were used. Flies were maintained at
25°C on standard cornmeal:molasses medium (for
recipe of ‘Wu¨rzburg’ fly food see Guo, Liu, Xia, Feng,
Wolf & Heisenberg, 1996) in a 14 h light:10 h dark
cycle at 60% humidity. One day before the experiments
a hook of copper wire (50 mm diameter) was glued to
the thorax and head by a UV hardening glue (Loctite
‘Glaskleber’). Until the beginning of the experiment
animals were kept separate on a wet filter paper in little
perspex tubes.
For details of flight simulator see Heisenberg and
Wolf (1988). Flies were attached to a yaw torque meter
by a wire hook and were positioned in the center of a
cylindrical arena (Fig. 1a). The angular velocity of the
arena was made negatively proportional to the voltage
output of the torque meter. This closed-loop mode
allowed the stationary flies to control the horizontal
rotation of the arena. The transparent arena was illumi-
nated homogeneously from behind and carried two
pairs of patterns, with identical patterns in opposite
quadrants. The patterns in the first and third quadrants
are referred to as X-patterns and the patterns in the
second and fourth quadrant as Y-patterns. The patterns
were designed with a CAD program and printed on
overhead transparencies with a laser printer (HP Laser-
jet 4L).
For some experiments the vertical positions of the
(two dimensional) centers of gravity (ycog) of patterns
Fig. 1. (a) Drosophila flight simulator with heat reinforcement. The
yaw torque of a stationarily flying fly is continuously recorded by a
computer. Corresponding angular movements are calculated from
yaw torque and are visually fed back to the fly as angular velocity
and pattern position of the panorama. During training, heat rein-
forcement is switched on or off by an electric shutter which in
operant training is controlled by the fly’s flight direction with respect
to the patterns. For more details, see Section 2. (b) Standard operant
conditioning procedure with triangular patterns (40° wide; 40° high).
Each bar represents the performance index (PI) of a period of 2 min
and the whole experiment lasts 18 min. Before every period the arena
is set to a random position by the computer. See Section 2 for the
calculation of PIs and further details.
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were calculated. The algorithm used is described, for
example in Hammer and Hammer (1983). Patterns are
assumed to be composed of n elements of simple geo-
metrical form (in our case squares) of which the COGs
can readily be determined (the center of gravity of a
square is located at the intersection of its diagonals).
Then the COG can be calculated as follows: ycog
(Aiyi):Ai, where i is an index (i1, …, n) for the
simple elements, Ai is the area of element i and yi is the
respective vertical position of the center of gravity of
element i. Differences of ycog of the two patterns X and
Y of a pattern pair were calculated as
Dycog ycog(X)ycog(Y).
For each fly the angular position of the arena was
continuously recorded by a computer for a period of 18
min at a sampling rate of 20:s. The 18 min recording
was subdivided into nine consecutive periods of 2 min
duration. Before the experiment and before every
recording block the arena was set to a random position
by the computer to prevent any possible bias towards
or against the pattern the flies see first. The first two
blocks of unreinforced flight (pretest) were used to
familiarize the flies with the artificial environment and
to test their spontaneous pattern preferences. The sub-
sequent two blocks were training blocks followed by an
intermediate learning test and two additional training
blocks. The final two blocks were again learning tests.
For every pair of patterns half of the flies were rein-
forced on the X-patterns, and the other half on the
Y-patterns. As a reinforcer for the training, heat filtered
out from the beam of a microscope lamp (Zeiss 6 V, 15
W) by an IR filter was used. By means of a computer-
controlled shutter the heat was applied during training
blocks as long as the fly kept a predetermined pattern
(X or Y) within the frontal quadrant of its visual field.
Using the position traces, relative dwelling times
(DT) for all blocks are calculated as
DT (tX tY):(tX tY), DT [1…1]
where tX is the time the flies kept the X-patterns (see
above) in front and tY the time they kept the Y-patterns
in front. As can be seen by the formula the range of the
DT values is limited within 1 and 1. The sign of DT
is positive if the flies preferred the X-patterns over the
Y-patterns. In order to extract the reinforcer dependent
components of the dwelling times a so-called perfor-
mance index PI is calculated as
PIDT·s
For the half-set of flies for which heat is associated with
the X-patterns in the frontal visual field (set X) s 1.
For the other half-set (set Y) s1. Due to the sign
factor s, PI will be positive if a fly prefers the pattern
which is not heated during the training, else it will be
negative. The DTs and the PIs of the nine consecutive
two min periods are referred to as DT1 to DT9 and PI1
to PI9 (Fig. 1b), respectively. From the DTs and PIs of
individual flies, additional indices are derived to charac-
terize several aspects of pattern discrimination and
recognition in more detail.
The initial preference IP is defined as the mean value
of the PIs of the pretest (PI1, PI2):
IP (PI1PI2):2.
The spontaneous pattern preference (SPP) describes
how strong a fly prefers one pattern over the other
during the pretest and is defined as
SPP (DT1DT2):2
SPP is positive if a fly prefers the X-pattern and nega-
tive if it prefers the Y-pattern.
The pattern steadiness (PS) is used as an indicator for
the discriminability of patterns in cases where neither a
significant spontaneous pattern preference nor a condi-
tioned pattern preference for a group of flies can be
observed (see below in Section 3). PS is defined as
PS SPP.
PS takes into account that a non-significant mean
spontaneous pattern preference of a group of flies (SPP;
we use bars over the symbols of the indices to distin-
guish mean values of groups of flies from values of
individual flies) can occur not only when all flies have
very low SPPs around zero. Strong individual SPPs
which differ by their sign from fly to fly may also result
in a non-significant SPP. In this case PS can provide an
additional hint about the discriminability of patterns.
The conditioned preference CP is defined as the mean
value of the PIs of the last two learning test periods
(PI8, PI9):
CP (PI8PI9):2.
Finally, IP is subtracted from CP to provide a differen-
tial conditioned preference index (DCP):
DCPCPIP.
DCP will be called ‘learning index’ in the text. It
indicates how well the fly learned and memorized the
association of a pattern with the reinforcer. Due to the
range limits of DT—and all other indices derived from
it—the distribution of the values becomes skewed if
their mean value comes close to the limits at either 1
or 1. With CP this is often the case. The DCP values
are usually normally distributed (tested with the Kol-
mogorov–Smirnov one sample test of normality). In
addition, learning indices (DCP) can be compared inde-
pendently of spontaneous preferences. In Section 3 we
always use DCP to compare groups of flies.
For some pattern pairs the DCPs of the two half-sets
(X and Y) are significantly different even in cases where
there is no significant spontaneous pattern preference.
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We account for this effect by the nonassociative condi-
tioned preference index (NACP). This index is calcu-
lated as the half difference of the DCPs of the half-sets
NACP (DCPYDCPX):2
Finally the heat avoidance describes how well the
flies succeed in avoiding to be heated during the train-
ing periods. We do not present a formula for the heat
avoidance since it is not used for statistical comparisons
in Section 3, however, PI3,4,6,7 representing the PIs of
the two training phases are shown in Fig. 11.
As already mentioned above the distribution of CP
and IP can be strongly skewed. Therefore, if correla-
tions of CP and IP are made the data are transformed
according to the Fisher-Z transformation (Sachs, 1992)
in order to obtain normal distributions. With this trans-
formation the artanh(x) function is applied to the data
shifting values the more towards  () the closer
they are to 1 (1). Since artanh(x) is not defined for
x91, we omitted the data from the correlations in
the rare cases where flies performed PI1 or PI 1.
In the affected figures the transformation is indicated
by using the notation artanh(IP) and artanh(CP). It is
not possible to use the already normally distributed
DCP for this purpose because it contains IP in its
calculation (see above). All error bars in figures are
standard errors of the mean (S.E.M). Experimental
groups were compared by t-tests. In addition, for the
experiment of Section 3.3 a least significant difference-
test (LSD-test) is performed.
Two kinds of experiments were performed. In the
standard conditioning experiments flies were trained
and tested with the same pairs of patterns. In the
transfer experiments the initial preference tests and the
final learning tests were carried out with one pattern
pair while the training and the intermediate learning
test were performed with another one. Patterns were
exchanged within 30 s with the arena illumination left
on.
3. Results
3.1. ‘Unconditionable’ pattern pairs
Surprisingly, a considerable number of pairs of pat-
terns can be found that do not support conditioned
pattern discrimination. Despite the life-threatening en-
counter with heat at certain flight directions the flies are
unable to acquire a preference for the ‘safe’ pattern.
Four examples (pairs A–D) are shown in Fig. 2. The
pairs A–C were used in two or three sizes (data not
shown). In no case significant learning was found for
pairs of  and x-patterns. For some combinations of
circular and  -patterns low significant DCP values
were observed, but without correlation to pattern size.
Fig. 2. ‘Unconditionable’ pattern pairs. The patterns in each pair
have nearly the same size (area), are presented at the same height in
the arena and have no predominant horizontal or vertical axis. (a)
Learning indices (DCP) are not significant for any of the four pairs.
(b) Spontaneous pattern preference (SPP) suggests that at least pat-
terns of pair C can be discriminated (SPP 0.1490.050, t2.91,
PB0.01, N22).
When optimally matched, the two members of a pair
have little or no overlap leading to a low score in the
similarity function (SF; see Section 1). They should be
very dissimilar for the fly. However, the two members
of a pair have nearly the same size (area), are presented
at the same height in the arena and do not differ in
their horizontal or vertical extent.
With the circular patterns (pair C in Fig. 2) the flies
show significant spontaneous pattern preferences (SPPs,
Fig. 2b). PSs (not shown) are above the baseline level
obtained with identical patterns which normally are
about PS0.1–0.15 (see for instance Fig. 4c). Both
evaluations (SPP and PS) together clearly indicate that
the flies can discriminate the patterns. With the oblique
bars (pair D in Fig. 2) neither collective nor individual
pattern preferences can be observed although, as judged
by the resolution of the eye, they should be easily
distinguishable.
3.2. Horizontal and 6ertical extent of bars
Horizontal bars of constant height (16°) are pre-
sented with their center of gravity (COG) centered in
each of the quadrants (Fig. 3). The width (horizontal
extent) of the bars ranges from 10 to 50° and the
difference in width (DW) from 0 to 40° such that the
total area of both patterns together is always constant
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(16°60°). Although variation of learning indices
(DCP) is high (N20 for every data point) they seem
to be a linear function of DW in the range from 10 to
40° (Fig. 3a). Evaluation of the ‘nonassociative condi-
tioned pattern preference’ (NACP) reveals that the flies
develop a strong preference for the long bar irrespective
of which pattern orientation was associated with heat
(data not shown). No significant spontaneous pattern
preferences are observed (Fig. 3b).
In a second series of experiments vertical bars of
constant width (16°) and different heights are tested.
They are again positioned with their COGs at the
centers of the quadrants (Fig. 4). The heights range
from 10 to 50° and the differences (DH) are varied from
0 to 40° keeping the total area of both patterns together
constant (16°60°). Unexpectedly, DCPs stay at a low
level for values of DH524° (Fig. 4a). In this range they
are in no case significantly different from zero (N18–
20 for every data point). The data points at DH32°
and 40° are significantly different from zero and the
value at DH32° reaches already the saturation level.
As with the horizontal bars, spontaneous pattern
preferences (SPPs) are generally not significant (with
Fig. 4. Vertical bar patterns. All bars have a width of 16° and are
centered to the quadrants. The difference in angular height (DH) is
varying from 0 to 40° and the total height of both bars together is
always 60° (N18–20 for all data points). (a) Learning index (DCP)
as function of DH. DCP is significantly different from zero at
DH32° and above (DCP320.5390.15, t3.60, PB0.005;
DCP400.3290.10, t3.18, PB0.01). The increase of DCP seems
to be steeper than with the horizontal bars since the data point at 32°
is significantly different from the value at 24° (t2.67, P0.05). (b)
Spontaneous pattern preference (SPP) as function of DH. SPPs are
significantly different from zero at 8° and 24° but are not showing a
consistent tendency. (c) Pattern steadiness (PS) as function of DH. At
all DH]8° PS is significantly larger than at DH8° on (t2.73,
PB0.01), suggesting that all pattern pairs can be discriminated by
the flies.
Fig. 3. Horizontal bar patterns. As in all other figures only two of the
four patterns in the arena are shown. All bars have a height of 16°
and are centered to the quadrants. The difference in angular width
(DW) is varying from 0 to 40° and the total width of both bars
together is always 60° (N20 for all data points). (a) Learning index
(DCP) as function of DW. DCP is significantly different from zero at
DW30° and above, but no two neighbouring values are signifi-
cantly different. (DCP300.3590.087, t4.05, PB0.001 for differ-
ence to zero; DCP400.4890.11, t4.18, PB0.001). (b)
Spontaneous pattern preference (SPP) as function of DW. For no DW
SPP is significantly different from zero.
two exceptions) and are not showing a consistent ten-
dency (Fig. 4b). However, all PSs for values of DH"0
are significantly higher than those of the control pair
(DH0) and are increasing only slightly from DH8–
40° (Fig. 4c). Evidently, with vertical bars even differ-
ences as low as 8° can be discriminated. On the other
hand, DCPs suggest that in the conditioning process
flies are not evaluating pattern differences according to
simple proportionality rules.
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Fig. 5. Equally sized horizontal and vertical bars (16°50°or 40°).
(a) The learning index is poor (DCP0.1490.071, t1.97, P\
0.05, N32). (b) This may be due to a strong non-associative
conditioned pattern preference in favor of the vertical bar (NACP
0.1290.068, t1.75, P\0.05) which, however, is also not signifi-
cant. (c) There is no significant spontaneous pattern preference
(SPP0.03290.039, Pn.s.).
In the second experiment (Fig. 6) we present two
squares of different size (20°20° versus 40°40°). As
before, there is a difference in the extent of both, the
horizontal and the vertical size. Now however the two
patterns do not differ in a predominant horizontal or
vertical axis. Although the flies have a clear sponta-
neous pattern preference for the larger square (Fig. 6b)
they show a substantial learning index (Fig. 6a; DCP
0.4490.13, t3.27, PB0.005, N20) but no signifi-
cant NACP (not shown). Taken together Drosophila
can be readily conditioned to discriminate patterns
according to size (pixel area) and probably also accord-
ing to vertical versus horizontal extent.
3.3. Vertical position of a short bar completely
o6erlapping with a long bar
In earlier experiments it had been observed that the
height of a pattern in the arena is an important feature
for discrimination. Even identical patterns are readily
discriminated if their height differs by as little as 10°
(Dill, 1995). In the following we show that the evalua-
tion of height is independent of the similarity function
(SF). In other words, even if the degree of overlap is
kept constant the conditioned pattern discrimination
may depend upon the different height of the centers of
gravity (COGs) of two patterns.
The above experiments show that for bars that are
presented at the visual horizon large differences in
pattern dimensions (up to 20° for vertical bars) do not
lead to significant learning indices (DCPs). This finding
can be used to study the influence of vertical pattern
position on conditioned pattern discrimination indepen-
dent of pattern overlap. For the following experiments
we use pairs of vertical bars with a short bar at three
different vertical positions (lower edges aligned (L),
centered (C), upper edges aligned (U)) relative to the
long bar which is kept with its COG in the center of the
quadrant (Fig. 7). The width of all bars is 16° whereas
the height is either 40° for the long and 20° for the
short bar (L20, C20, U20), or 35° and 25° (L10, C10,
U10), respectively. The pattern dimensions are chosen
such that according to the previous experiments no
significant DCPs are expected for the centered pairs.
The results show a significantly higher DCP for the pair
where the short bar is aligned with the upper edge of
the long bar, than for the respective centered pair (U20
versus C20, t3.05, PB0.005). For the alignment of
the lower edges the difference is just not significant
(L20 versus C20, t2.03, P\0.05). Using a less con-
servative statistical test (LSD, see Section 2) the differ-
ence is significant (P0.035). Also, the DCP is
significantly larger than zero (Fig. 7a). For the differ-
ence of 10° no significant conditioned discrimination is
observed for any of the three alignments (L10, C10,
U10).
With two additional experiments we test whether the
flies discriminate the bars only by their size or whether
it is also the vertical and horizontal extent that matters.
In the first experiment we present a horizontal and a
vertical bar of equal size (Fig. 5). The width of the bars
is 16°, the length 50° (40°; two groups of 16 flies each
are pooled since they are statistically indistinguishable).
This results in a difference of 34° (24°) in both the
vertical and the horizontal direction. The learning index
(DCP; Fig. 5a) is rather low and just not significantly
different from zero (DCP0.1490.071, t1.97, P\
0.05, N32). The performance is asymmetric with
respect to the reinforcement of the two pattern orienta-
tions showing a large NACP towards the vertical bar
which, however, again is just not significant (Fig. 5b).
Flies have no significant spontaneous preference for
one of the patterns (Fig. 5c). We tentatively conclude
from this result that the flies can use the vertical:hori-
zontal extent of patterns for conditioned pattern
discrimination.
Fig. 6. Square patterns of sizes 40°40° and 20°20°, respectively
(N20). (a) Flies learn this pattern pair well and show no asymmetry
with respect to the combination of heat and pattern orientation
(DCP0.4490.13, t3.27, PB0.005). (b) Flies have a preference
for the larger square (SPP0.1990.061, t3.10, PB0.01).
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Fig. 7. The influence of the vertical position of a short bar completely
overlapping with a long bar (N20 for all groups). The width of all
bars is 16° and the height of the long bars in groups L20, C20, U20
(L10, C10, U10) is 40° (35°). The height of the short bar is 20° (25°).
The long bar is always centered to the quadrant. The short bars are
either vertically centered to the quadrants (C20, C10) or aligned with
the long bars at the lower edges (L20, L10) or at the upper edges
(U20, U10). This results in an upward or downward shift of the
center of gravity (COG) of 10° (5°) from the horizon. (a) The learning
performance is not significant in group C20 (DCP 0.06190.15,
Pn.s.). The pattern preferences could be learned well in groups L20
(DCP0.3290.12, t2.73, PB0.05) and U20 (DCP0.4990.11,
t4.59, PB0.0005). DCP is significantly different between groups
C20 and U20 (t3.05, PB0.005). The difference between groups
L20 and C20 is not significant (t2.03, P\0.05). Learning is not
significant for any of the groups L10, C10, U10. (b) With the 20°
difference in height no significant spontaneous pattern preference
(SPP) is observed if both patterns are centered at the horizon. If the
bars are aligned at their lower edge the flies have a strong preference
for the short bar (SPP0.3690.090, t3.99, PB0.001), if they are
aligned at their upper edge the long bar is preferred (SPP0.289
0.095, t2.92, PB0.01). Flies prefer the pattern which has the
center of gravity at the lower position independent of pattern size.
With the 10° difference in height no significant pattern preference can
be observed.
patterns, whereas the size difference of 20° alone is not
sufficient. As the data of the experiments with the 10°
size difference show, a vertical offset of the COGs of 5°
elicits neither a spontaneous nor a conditioned pattern
preference (Fig. 7b). The absolute height of the COG
can be regarded as the third parameter Drosophila can
use for pattern discrimination.
3.4. Vertical position of the center of gra6ity
In further experiments we use patterns that are com-
posed of two parallel horizontal bars (see Fig. 8 for
details). The bars are arranged in one of two ways.
Either one pattern contains two short bars and the
other two longer ones (symmetric arrangement: pairs
‘S’), or both composite patterns contain a short and a
long bar such that one pattern has the long bar, the
other the short bar on top (asymmetric arrangement:
pairs ‘A’). If the two composite patterns in each pair
are optimally matched during horizontal rotation of the
Fig. 8. Composite patterns used to test the influence of differences in
the vertical position of the center of gravity (Dycog) while keeping the
pattern overlap constant. ‘S’, symmetric arrangement of bars,
Dycog0. ‘A’, asymmetric arrangement, Dycog0°. (a) Learning
indices (DCP). (b) Spontaneous pattern preferences. Group (1):
height of the bars 16°, width of the short bar 25°, width of the long
bar 35°, vertical separation of the bars 16°, Dycog of pair ‘A’ is 5.3°.
DCPs of the two arrangements are very similar. Group (2): height of
the bars 16°, width of the short bar 10°, width of the long bar 20°,
vertical separation of the bars 16°, Dycog of pair ‘A’ is 10.7°. The
pattern pair with Dycog10.7° shows a significantly higher DCP
(t2.15, PB0.05). Group (3): height of the bars 10°, width of the
short bar 10°, width of the long bar 20°, vertical separation of the
bars 20°, Dycog of pair ‘A’ is 10.0°. The pattern pair with Dycog
10.0° shows a significantly higher DCP (t2.64, PB0.05, N22 for
all groups).
Evaluating the spontaneous pattern preferences one
notices a further property of the system. With the 20°
difference in height no significant preference is observed
if both patterns are centered at the horizon (Fig. 7b). If,
however, the bars are aligned at their lower edge the
flies have a strong preference for the short bar. If
aligned at their upper edge, the long bar is strongly
preferred. The flies avoid the pattern with the higher
position of the COG independent of pattern size. The
COG of the short bar is either 10° below or above that
of the long bar. Obviously this offset of the COGs
allows the flies to be conditioned to prefer one of the
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arena, in both cases the areas of overlapping and
non-overlapping regions are the same. The difference
between pairs A and S is, that in pairs S the COGs are
at the same height whereas in pairs A the COGs are
vertically displaced due to the different lengths of the
pattern elements. The relations of the short versus long
bars are chosen such that, according to the results of
Fig. 3a, we expect low learning indices when the flies
are conditioned with pairs S.
The three examples in Fig. 8 differ in the size and
position of the pattern elements (bars), leading to dif-
ferent offsets of the COGs (Dycog) in pairs A. In all
three cases DCPs for pairs S and pairs A are compared.
For Dycog5.3° (Fig. 8a, group 1 (left)) no significant
DCP is found. With Dycog10.7° or 10.0° (Fig. 8a,
groups 2, 3) flies can be conditioned to discriminate the
patterns. DCPs with pairs A are significantly larger
than with pairs S. Spontaneous pattern preferences
(Fig. 8b) show that the patterns of group 2 (middle
column) can be discriminated by the flies in both of the
arrangements, S and A. With the patterns of groups 1
and 3, flies show no spontaneous pattern preferences.
The differences in the learning indices with pairs S and
A can again not be explained by the similarity function
(SF; see Section 1) which only depends on overlapping
and non-overlapping regions.
The most interesting result of these experiments is
that flies apparently integrate separate pattern elements
into a unitary figure. They do not compare the pattern
elements separately but extract one global feature
(COG) for all the pattern elements that are grouped
together.
3.5. Center of gra6ity eliminated as cue
If in the experiments of Fig. 8a, groups 2, 3 the flies
discriminate the patterns in pairs A only because of the
different heights of the COGs one should be able to
make these patterns indistinguishable for them by
aligning the COGs. To test this supposition we select
patterns that can be learned very well. In Fig. 9a we
show the results with two pairs of composite patterns
(A and B, see figure legend for details), one pair with a
displacement of the COGs of 20° but the pattern ele-
ments aligned (A), and the other pair with the COGs
aligned (B). Indeed, the learning index (DCP) is not
significantly different from zero if the COGs are pre-
sented at the same height. Note that in this case the
overlap between the two figures is zero, in other words,
at the level of the retinal image the figures are optimally
discernible. The result supports the above conclusion
(Fig. 8) that flies do not evaluate the COGs of the
pattern elements separately but integrate the elements
into one figure.
A similar experiment is performed using upright and
inverted triangles (Fig. 9, pairs C and D). With the
Fig. 9. Center of gravity eliminated as cue. Flies are conditioned with
composite patterns and triangles (N22 for all four groups). In A
the short bars and the long bars of the composite patterns are
vertically aligned so that their centers of gravity (COG) differ verti-
cally by 20°. In B the COGs of the composite patterns are aligned. In
C the tips and the bases of the triangles (40°40°) are aligned, so
that the COGs of the two patterns differ vertically by 13.3°. In D the
COGs of the triangles are aligned. (a) Only when the COGs are
vertically separated (A, C) then learning indices (DCP) are high and
are significantly different from zero. (A, DCP0.3690.11, t3.44,
PB0.005; B, DCP0.04190.075, Pn.s.; C, DCP0.4890.094,
t5.09, PB0.001; D, DCP 0.03690.092, Pn.s.). (b) Only if
the COGs are vertically separated the spontaneous pattern preference
(SPP) is significantly different from zero.
figures at the same height and the COGs differing by
13.3° (C) the flies have no difficulty to remember the
‘hot’ and ‘cold’ pattern orientations. With the COGs
aligned and the triangles displaced (D) the flies can no
longer be conditioned to discriminate them. As re-
ported earlier, the Drosophila visual system seems to be
very restricted in the evaluation of pattern shape (Dill
& Heisenberg, 1995). In the present case, height of the
COG seems to be the only pattern parameter the fly can
use for discrimination.
3.6. Transfer experiments using the COG
The idea that retinotopic matching of the actual
image and a memory template underlies Drosophila
pattern recognition in the flight simulator had been
derived from generalization experiments in which the
patterns were changed between training and test. For
instance, learning indices fell to near zero after vertical
displacement of the pattern between training and test
(Dill et al., 1993; Dill & Heisenberg, 1995). In this
study no explicit distinction was made between the
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generalization task in a transfer experiment and the
discrimination between the members of the pair in the
original learning and memory process. The Drosophila-
specific ‘similarity’ between patterns was assumed to be
of relevance in both cases. Here we have shown so far
that the mismatch between actual image and memory
template, while obviously necessary, alone is not a
sufficient criterion enabling Drosophila to develop a
conditioned pattern preference for one of the patterns.
In some instances the height of the COG is the only
parameter by which two patterns are discriminated. In
the following experiments we return to generalization
and ask whether retinal transfer in the vertical is possi-
ble if the fly can match the positions of the COGs of
memory template and actual image although no match-
ing at the level of the retinal image is possible. To
address this question we employ composite patterns
similar to the ones described above (in Figs. 8 and 9).
In a first experiment we train flies on small squares
presented at different heights and test them on com-
posite patterns (for details of pattern dimensions see
legend to Fig. 10). The COGs of the squares are placed
at the same positions as the COGs of the respective
composite patterns but the squares do not overlap with
the composite patterns at the level of the retinal image.
Retinal transfer is indeed observed (Fig. 10, group 2).
The positive DCP after the switch from the squares to
the composite figures indicates that the flies match the
COGs of the training and test figures. If they would try
to match the squares of the memory template with the
squares of the composite figures in the actual retinal
image the learning index would be negative.
Note that retinal transfer is found only if the squares
are used for training and the composite figures for the
learning test, but not in the opposite sequence (Fig. 10,
group 1). To investigate this asymmetry control experi-
ments are carried out with the squares both during
training and learning test. Surprizingly, no significant
learning and even poor avoidance of the heated pattern
during training are found (Fig. 11a). It appears that a
strong pattern preference overrides the memory infor-
mation and even reduces the ability to avoid the heated
pattern. This effect will be analyzed in more detail in
Section 3.7.
To make sure that the retinal transfer is not due to a
special effect of the squares pattern we performed a
second transfer experiment in which the flies have to
generalize from one type of composite pattern to a
similar one (for details of pattern dimensions see legend
to Fig. 10). Again the training and test patterns do not
overlap at the level of the retinal images. In this case,
the vertical positions of the COGs of corresponding
patterns (which both have the long bar either on top or
at the bottom) are not identical but close together
(D3.7°). The patterns chosen are a compromise to
ensure a reasonable learning performance with both
pattern pairs. As shown in Fig. 10 the transfer works in
both directions although the learning indices of group 3
are somewhat lower than the remarkably high indices
of group 4 which is probably due to the effect to be
described in Section 3.7.
In order to demonstrate generalization one has to
prove that the two patterns which are said to be
generalized by the flies can, in fact, be discriminated by
them. Therefore, the corresponding composite patterns
which both have their COG either above or below the
horizon of the arena are paired. In a control experiment
the flies are trained to prefer one of them. In these pairs
(Fig. 10, group 5) the figures differ mainly in the
vertical separation of their elements (horizontal bars).
The slight difference in the heights of their COGs
(D3.7°) is probably too small to contribute signifi-
cantly to the discrimination. The results (group 5) show
that the patterns are discriminated and memorized well.
They are different enough to be distinguishable but
Fig. 10. Transfer experiments with squares and composite patterns.
The square patterns have a size of 10°10° and a vertical separation
of 10°, Dycog20°. The composite patterns with the wider separated
elements consist of two parallel horizontal bars of different length.
Long bar 30°10°, short bar 10°10°, vertical separation of bars
30°, Dycog20°. The COG of the upper (lower) square is at the same
position as the COG of the composite pattern with the long (short)
bar on top. The other composite patterns have a long bar of
35°10° and a short bar of 8°10°. The separation of the bars is
10° and the vertical separation of the COGs is Dycog12.6°. When
flies are trained with the composite patterns and tested with the
squares no transfer is observed (group 1, DCP 0.01290.088,
Pn.s. N31). When flies are trained with the squares and tested
with the composite patterns a DCP significantly different from zero
(group 2, DCP0.2190.094, t2.18, PB0.05, N34) is observed.
When only composite patterns are used the DCP is significantly
different from zero regardless of which pattern pair is used for the
training and which for the learning tests (group 3: DCP0.179
0.081, t2.08, PB0.05, N22; group 4: DCP0.4090.10, t
3.84, PB0.001, N22). As before, an asymmetry is observed with
respect to the direction of the transfer. In a control experiment (group
5) the composite patterns are paired so that both long bars are either
on top (upper row, n10) or on bottom (lower row, n10). The
centers of gravity of the patterns in each pair are now 3.7° apart.
Flies discriminate patterns well (DCP0.5290.086, t6.01, PB
0.000001, data of both pairs pooled) showing that the patterns are
different enough to be distinguished.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of three pairs of vertically displaced patterns without overlap. (a) The size of the squares is 10°10° and the vertical
separation 10°. (b) Bars are 30°10° and the vertical separation is 10°. (c) Size 30°20°, vertical separation 10°. (a–c) Time courses of the
conditioning experiments and, below, correlograms for initial preference (IP) and conditioned preference (CP). The upper graphs show a gradual
increase in heat avoidance and learning indices with increasing pattern size, the lower ones a strong correlation (regression 995% confidence
limits) of preference and learning tests. Because of the saturation of the original PIs at 91.0 data of the correlations are transformed with the
Fisher-Z transformation (designated by artanh(IP) or artanh(CP), see Section 2) for correlation. None of the learning indices (PI8 and PI9) is
significantly different from zero or from the preference tests (PI1 and PI2). (d) Spontaneous pattern preferences (SPP). Except for the squares there
is a strong spontaneous preference for the lower pattern. (e) Pattern steadiness (PS) is very high for all three pattern pairs.
similar enough to replace each other in the transfer
experiment above.
3.7. Vertically non-o6erlapping patterns
The surprising observation that with the displaced
squares learning indices are zero and avoidance of the
heated pattern during training is greatly reduced
prompted us to investigate this effect more closely.
Analysis of the data shows strong spontaneous pattern
preferences which can be positive or negative although
SPP for the 24 flies in this group is close to zero. The
spontaneous pattern preference seems to override the
conditioned pattern preference since a highly significant
correlation (r0.63, P0.001) between initial prefer-
ence (IP; see Section 2 for relation between IP and SPP)
and conditioned preference (CP) is observed (Fig. 11a).
Even heat avoidance during training is impaired due to
the SPPs as the individual avoidance indices (PI3, PI4,
PI6, PI7) are also correlated with the IPs (data not
shown). However, the flies do learn during the training
with the squares, as they reveal in the learning test with
the composite figure (see Fig. 10). Moreover, a NACP
in favor of the upper square is induced by the reinforcer
(not shown).
Both, reduced avoidance and suppressed learning
indices could be due to the smallness of the squares.
Therefore, two additional experiments with large hori-
zontal bars were performed. With these, heat avoidance
as well as learning indices are larger. Nevertheless, flies
show a high PS (Fig. 11e) and a strong spontaneous
preference as a group for the lower pattern (Fig. 11d).
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These bar patterns share the feature of causing highly
significant and strong correlations of initial preference
and conditioned preference (Fig. 11b,c). A trend for
such a correlation is found also with other pattern pairs
but only if the figures in a pair do not vertically overlap
does one observe a high correlation coefficient.
3.8. Separation of pattern elements
In the experiment of Fig. 10 the control group (5)
suggests that separatedness of pattern elements in com-
posite figures might be a parameter for discrimination.
Indeed, ‘separatedness’ has been described as a pattern
parameter for freely flying honeybees (Horridge,
1997b). To test this possibility more rigorously the
patterns in the pairs used in the experimental series of
Fig. 12 differ only in the distance of the pattern ele-
ments in each figure. The figures have the same size
(number of black pixels) and their COGs are at the
same height. For horizontal bars with different degrees
of vertical separation flies can readily be conditioned to
prefer one of the figures (Fig. 12, H1–H3). Surpris-
ingly, in corresponding experiments with vertical bars
no significant DCPs are observed (Fig. 12, V1–V3).
This result implies that vertical but not horizontal,
separatedness is used as a pattern parameter by the fly.
Conceivably, horizontal separatedness is more difficult
to evaluate due to the horizontal motion of the
patterns.
4. Discussion
Having gone through the Section 3 the reader may
pity the fly for its primitive pattern vision system. From
the position in the center of the arena the patterns in
Fig. 2 span large sections of the visual field. Yet, the fly
can not be conditioned to prefer one of them. Despite
the life-threatening danger of being overheated the fly is
unable to develop a predictive avoidance of certain
flight directions although landmarks as prominent as
Eiffel Tower or Albert Hall seen from a near-by bus
stop could lead the way. This re´sume´, however, is not
quite justified. While it is not unreasonable to assume
that the fly’s pattern vision system is less sophisticated
than ours, the present experiments simply do not prove
this point. One should not forget that eye movements in
the present study are blocked and only one-dimensional
rotatory pattern motion is partially restored. It is
difficult to know how much of the Drosophila pattern
vision system is captured by the present experiments
and how a similar procedure applied to human subjects
would affect pattern vision.
Although for many pattern pairs no significant asso-
ciative memory effect of the training is observed, the
flies reveal by other properties of their behavior that
they can distinguish the patterns. In agreement with
earlier studies (Dill, 1995; unpublished) the present data
suggest that Drosophila reveals in its overall behavior
nearly all pattern differences that are resolved by its
compound eyes. Three kinds of pattern preference in
addition to the associative learning index (DCP) can be
extracted from the data. The simplest case is the mean
spontaneous pattern preference (SPP). Unpublished pi-
lot data suggest that these preferences persist through-
out the measuring period of 18 min if no heat is
applied. Even in the present experiments, in some in-
stances (e.g. Fig. 11b,c) this spontaneous preference can
be observed throughout the experiment. Secondly,
strong spontaneous pattern preferences (SPPs) of indi-
vidual flies can be observed even if the mean pattern
preference of the group is close to zero. If neither
learning indices nor spontaneous pattern preferences
are significant the pattern steadiness (PS) can give an
additional hint whether the flies can still discriminate
Fig. 12. Pattern pairs with horizontally separated vertical bars (V1, 2,
3) and vertically separated horizontal bars (H1, 2, 3). All bars are
sized 40°10°. The separation of the bars of one pattern in each pair
is always 20° while the separation of the other pattern is 0° (V1, H1),
5° (V2, H2) or 10° (V3, H3). (a) With the vertical bars (V1, 2, 3) the
learning index (DCP) is not significantly different from zero. With the
horizontal bars the difference in the patterns can be learned with the
pairs H1 (DCP0.2890.10, t2.78, PB0.05, N20) and H2
(DCP0.3790.11, t3.33, PB0.01, N18). (b) Although the
conditioned preference in a) is around zero with all vertical bars, the
flies have a clear spontaneous pattern preference for the wider spaced
bars with pair V1 (SPP 0.2290.061, t3.64, PB0.01, N20)
and V2 SPP 0.1590.062, t2.46, PB0.05, N18). SPP is not
significant with V3. With the horizontal bars there is a similar trend
of the SPP values. SPP is significant with the largest difference of the
spacing of the bars (H1: SPP 0.1190.042, t2.62, PB0.05,
N20). SPP is not significant with pairs H2 and H3.
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the patterns. Like all the values recorded here, also the
baseline PS for pairs of identical figures depends on
general parameters of tethered flight in the flight simu-
lator such as general pattern fixation, the modulation of
the baseline of torque, the frequency of torque spikes,
etc. (see Heisenberg & Wolf, 1984). Thus, extensive
research on PSs for identical figures would be required
to firmly argue that PS values recorded for non-identi-
cal pattern pairs, indeed, document individual prefer-
ences. However, from general observations of flight
simulator behavior we consider it very unlikely that for
any kind of identical patterns the PS in wild type flies
would get as high as PS0.2.
Thirdly, a heat-induced non-associative mean pattern
preference can build up during training (NACP). This
implies that a bias is observed for the learning indices
of the two half-sets in which pattern X or pattern Y in
the frontal visual field are associated with heat, even
after the spontaneous pattern preference (SPP) is sub-
tracted. Whether this must be interpreted as a learning
impairment for certain contingencies of pattern orienta-
tions and heat, or whether, indeed, the heat treatment
triggers an otherwise dormant pattern preference, as we
prefer to believe, can not be decided by the present
experiments.
Non-associative and spontaneous pattern preferences
are pattern specific but only few general rules as to
which patterns are attractive and which repellent, have
emerged so far. Most consistently, strong spontaneous
preferences occur for pairs in which the patterns have
vertically displaced COGs (Figs. 7 and 11). An excep-
tional case are the two vertically displaced little squares.
This is the only pattern pair for which the flies show no
significant learning and only strongly reduced avoid-
ance of the heated pattern during training. Flies have a
strong PS (Fig. 11e) and a heat-induced preference
(NACP) for the upper square (not shown), but these
non-associative effects do not explain the poor avoid-
ance and learning indices. In addition, over longer
periods of time the spontaneous preferences undergo
unpredictable fluctuations which may result from unin-
tended variations in the growth conditions of the fly
cultures.
Although the machinery of pattern vision needs to be
characterized in toto, we focus here on pattern memory
in the narrow sense, i.e. on the associative conditioning
of pattern preferences. That is to say, we study a
particular subset of pattern processing steps that in-
volve the installation of new memory templates and the
use of these templates in pattern recognition. This
subset is assessed by the differential learning indices
(DCPs) above and will be called ‘conditioned discrimi-
nation’ for the remaining part of the discussion.
As pointed out above, flies fail to display conditioned
discrimination for many patterns which they, neverthe-
less, can distinguish in other aspects of their behavior
(Fig. 2). Such patterns reveal the limitations of the
mechanism underlying conditioned discrimination in
our paradigm. Our experiments describe five properties
of this mechanism which, possibly, may be reduced to
four or even three.
1. First, isolated pattern elements that are grouped
together in visual space are treated as a single figure
in as much as a common COG is derived from them
(Figs. 8–10). A similar ‘closure’ effect had already
been observed in fixation histograms of pairs of
vertical stripes separated by 30° or less (for
Drosophila : Heisenberg & Wolf, 1984; for Musca :
Reichardt & Poggio, 1976). It is suggestive to relate
this phenomenon to the experience of humans re-
porting grouped pattern elements to appear as a
single figure.
2. Second, pattern pairs support conditioned discrimi-
nation whenever their COGs differ in height by 10°
or more (Figs. 7–9). COG height seems to be the
most critical parameter in this experimental situa-
tion. For instance, upright and inverted triangles or
compound T-like patterns become indistinguishable
for conditioned discrimination when the COGs are
adjusted to the same height. This finding suggests
that the COG of a figure, indeed, closely reflects
what the fly’s visual system computes from the
retinal image of the figure in determining its height.
We have no cue as to the underlying mechanism of
computation.
3. Differences in pattern size can be used for condi-
tioned discrimination (Figs. 3–5). The functions in
Figs. 3a and 4a describing the dependency of the
learning index from horizontal and vertical size are
statistically not distinguishable. Therefore, it can
not be excluded that size is a non-directional
parameter.
4. The next property of the memory template, the
distinction between vertical and horizontal extent, is
less clear cut. The dependency of the learning index
on horizontal size differences seems to be more
gradual and less steep than the dependency on
vertical size differences (Figs. 3a and 4a). If this
distinction between horizontal and vertical size is
real it may still be due to the horizontal motion of
the patterns in the experiment. In the direct choice
between a vertical and a horizontal bar the fly
reveals a highly significant learning index for the
avoidance of the horizontal bar (DCP0.269
0.089, t2.94, PB0.01, N16) but this effect
consists of an associative and a non-associative
component which both for themselves are not sig-
nificant. We believe that both components are real
but this remains to be proven.
5. Finally, the vertical separation of pattern elements
can be evaluated for conditioned discrimination
(Fig. 12). It seems reasonable that the compactness
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of a landmark is important for an animal which has
to decide whether to avoid or to approach it. How-
ever, this property so far is little understood. One
needs to know whether the ‘size’ of a composite
figure includes the area separating the pattern ele-
ments. If so, how is the overall pattern contrast
derived and how does that value influence condi-
tioned discrimination? In principle, one could argue
that the pattern pairs in Fig. 12 are discriminated on
the base of size alone. This interpretation, however,
would not explain the striking lack of discrimination
for horizontal separatedness. Judging from the ex-
periment of Figs. 3a and 4a the discrimination for
horizontal size should not be worse than that for
vertical size. Moreover, we have independent evi-
dence from a variety of other experiments indicating
that separatedness is an important parameter for
conditioned discrimination. In all, we prefer to re-
gard vertical separatedness as well as the vertical:
horizontal distinction as two further properties of
the memory template.
The experiments which lead to these conclusions are
all performed with the patterns centered at or near the
equator of the visual field. One obvious next question is
how critically these rules depend upon the vertical
positioning of the patterns. It should not necessarily be
expected that pattern processing is homogeneous for
the whole visual field. A further general problem is
whether training with retinally stabilized patterns will
lead to the same five properties described above. So far,
horizontal pattern motion seems not to dominate the
properties we have found. Horizontal as well as vertical
size differences have to be large (about 30° or larger) to
be usable for conditioned discrimination. The mere fact
that stabilized retinal images can be memorized (Srini-
vasan, Zhang & Rolfe, 1993; Wolf & Heisenberg, 1995)
argues against motion being an essential feature of
conditioned discrimination. It has been proposed for
honeybee pattern recognition in free flight that these
animals take a ‘snapshot’ at the moment when pattern
motion is zero (Cartwright & Collett, 1982). The same
might apply in the flight simulator.
It is tempting to speculate that the fly could be
conditioned in free flight to discriminate many of the
pattern pairs for which it fails at the flight simulator. In
honeybees, context-dependent discrimination behaviour
has been found with  and x-like patterns. The bees
can be trained to distinguish well between the  and
the x when they are allowed to view the patterns from
arbitrary distances on a vertical plane (Wehner & Lin-
dauer, 1966; Wehner, 1967). However, when the ani-
mals have to decide between the  and the x at a fixed
distance in a Y-shaped maze they can not be condi-
tioned to discriminate the patterns (Srinivasan et al.,
1994). Possibly, the properties of conditioned pattern
discrimination we have described for Drosophila are
also only a subset of what the animal has at its disposi-
tion in the real world. Still we believe that the mecha-
nisms we have measured in the flight simulator serve
the fly well for the tasks the fly has to solve in flight
control and landmark orientation.
We have shown earlier (Dill et al., 1993) that in the
flight simulator the fly learns the absolute and not the
relative height of the landmarks. We have made several
attempts to condition the flies to relative height but had
no success. It will be important to find out whether also
in free flight only the absolute height of landmarks is
remembered and, if so, which reference the animals use.
In recent years, honeybee pattern vision has been
extensively studied using conditioned discrimination of
freely flying animals (e.g. van Hateren, Srinivasan &
Wait, 1990; Srinivasan et al., 1994; Horridge & Zhang,
1995; Lehrer et al., 1995; Horridge, 1996, 1997a,b;
Ronacher, 1998). Like Drosophila, bees can discrimi-
nate patterns independent of retinotopic matching
(Srinivasan et al., 1994). Among the parameters de-
scribed for the bee are edge orientation (Wehner &
Lindauer, 1966; Wehner, 1967; Srinivasan et al., 1994;
Horridge, 1998), radial:tangential cues (Lehrer et al.,
1995; Horridge & Zhang, 1995; Horridge, 1997a), sepa-
ratedness (Horridge, 1997b), and symmetry (Horridge
& Zhang, 1995; Lehrer et al., 1995; Giurfa, Eichmann
& Menzel, 1996). It will be interesting to test with freely
flying flies on the one hand, and tethered bees on the
other, whether the two species use similar parameters
for memorizing visual patterns.
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